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GENRE GIG POSTER
Design a “Gig” (musical concert) poster in a particular artistic genre of
your own choosing (i.e. Art Nouveau, Impressionism, Cubism, Pop Art).

GIG: A term commonly applied to a musical engagement of one nightʼs
duration only; to undertake such an engagement." A gig is any type of
performance in front of an audience. A musician has a gig when he or
she has a show to play. Likewise, when a musician or a musical band is
playing multiple shows in one location or touring, the term used is gigging.
GENRE: A category of artistic composition, as in music, literature, fine art, or
graphic design, characterized by similarities in form, style, or subject matter.
Genres are vague categories with no fixed boundaries; they are formed by sets
of conventions, and many works cross into multiple genres by way of borrowing
and recombining these conventions. The concept of genre is not compared to
originality. Rather, all works are recognized as either reflecting on or participating
in the conventions of genre.
The study of artistic genres is the study of art history. It is a non-verbal record of
the periodic application of certain design characteristics of applied “style” that can
be recognized, read, and reproduced. Genre sets an artistic category in time and
space, giving report of its origin, cultural perspective, and historical derivations.
Research a particular genre that interests you. As creative students, you may
already fancy a particular artist working within a genre you admire. When you
have selected your genre, bring that “look” and “style” into your poster design.
This project involves the challenge of familiarity with artistic symbolism, visual
elements, typography, and other associated imagery that define the genre you
will emulate.
For instance, Art Nouveau is characterized by highly stylized, flowing, curvilinear
designs often incorporating floral and other plant-inspired motifs. Certain “oldstyle” looking fonts work well with an Art Nouveau composition, whereas
“modern-style” fonts do not. Excellent examples can be found in the works of
Aubrey Beardsley, Gustav Klimt, and Alphonse Mucha.
Looking at works by artists within a particular genre will help you get a feeling for
the appropriation of imagery and text this project requires. Although genres are
not precisely definable, genre considerations are one of the most important
factors in determining what a person (consumer) chooses to see or read. Many
genres have built-in audiences and corresponding publications that support them,
such as magazines and websites. Hollywood marketing firms would call this a
“fan base.” Books and movies that are difficult to categorize into a genre are
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likely to be less successful commercially.
—Classic examples of Art Nouveau; your poster may be from any genre you
choose to research.

Commercial design involves making someone elseʼs vision come true.
When you have a client or project that requires a certain “look” that you may not
be familiar with, you none-the-less must be able to deliver. It may be something
far less defined than a “genre,” but itʼs essentially the same form of creative
problem solving.
Wikipedia on genre. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genre)

Specifications
1. Must include WHO, WHERE, and WHEN the event takes place—past,
present, or future. {i.e. “Johann Sebastian Bach performs his ninth
symphony at San Diegoʼs SDSU Cox Arena on Friday, November 7th,
2009 with special guest Led Zeppelin”} However, it doesnʼt have to
feature particular performers by name; it could be a festival of a musical
genre; {i.e. Monterrey Folk Festival} or a benefit concert with a lineup of
several performers. {i.e. Farm Aid}
2. Must include ©2009 (option ʻgʼ) and your name and/or personal logo,
something that clearly identifies YOU.
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3. Must include SOME associated concert venue and event logos, icons, and
other information to give it an authentic look, like:
• sponsorship information (“Sony Entertainment Corporation
presents”)
• benefit information (“all proceeds collected will be donated to fight
aids and malaria in Africa)
• venue information (“under the stars at SDSU Amphitheatre”)
• promotional information (CDʼs available on Geffen Records &
download at iTunes, HD simulcast on DirectTV)
• environmental information (“concert stage and walls are
constructed entirely of acoustic sensitive pecan shells”, “partnered
with greensandiego.com”)
• parking info, ticket info (price, general admission or reserved
seating, age restrictions, handicap services)
• VIP or backstage access info (“premium packages at
fandango.com!”)
• eating/drinking amenities—beer and soft drink and fast food
vendors
(Coca-Cola, McDonaldʼs)
• nearby locations of interest (theme parks, hotels, resorts)
• public/private transportation (Southcoast limousine, S.D. Metro
Bus
blue-line shuttle) . . . or anything else you deem appropriate and
can explain as such!
4. Must include an artistʼs statement explaining your ideas for the project:
brief description/summary of chosen genre, band and/or type of music;
how your work reflects or emulates the idea/look/style of that genre;
sources of influence/inspiration; how the genre fits (or doesnʼt fit) the
music; where required elements are applied; where new techniques you
have learned are applied, etc.
5. Must include an example(s) of the genre you have chosen and the
name of at least one artist emblematic to that genre, preferably, but not
necessarily, the same artist shown in your example(s).
6. Must include something you have illustrated yourself (original).
— In other words, it needs to be complex enough with text and image to tax your
illustration, typography, and page layout skills!
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What Not To Do
THIS IS TOO SIMPLE: (City of Ember)
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—Must NOT include photographs, unless used as a basis for tracing with the
pen tool and fully vectorized and made very unphoto-like through colorization and
other techniques. Even simple shapes and lines and type effects that you create
yourself are preferable here to acquired images.
—No live trace!
—No all black backgrounds! They are so obviously overused as to be
laughable.
—Do not stroke text! Do not use more than 3 fonts! If you must, use drop
shadows only sparingly! Better to avoid them all together!
HELFUL LINKS
—Sites for ideas related to poster design:
http://www.gigposters.com/
http://www.dking-gallery.com/store/ScrojoPosters.html
http://www.americanposterinstitute.com/
http://nevermindgallery.com/
— Site for page composition techniques:
http://desktoppub.about.com/od/layout/tp/composition.htm

